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“We utilise the full opportunity set, from out-of-favour smaller companies with strong 
potential for improvement, to companies that may appear fully valued, but whose long-term 
growth potential is underappreciated. The identification of a value creation catalyst is key.”

The T. Rowe Price US Smaller Companies Equity Fund seeks to invest in a widely diversified portfolio of shares from smaller 
capitalisation companies in the United States. By size, it has the flexibility to invest in companies from micro-caps to those 
reaching mid-cap size (up to ≈US$18bn market capitalisation). 

As a result of our bottom-up stock selection process, holdings are broadly diversified among sectors and industries. We 
maintain a blend of value and growth stocks, opportunistically purchasing emerging growth stocks when our research leads 
us to believe a company’s true growth potential is not fully appreciated by others in the marketplace and purchasing value and 
core stocks when we believe they are trading at attractive valuations. 

Fund overview

 � An actively managed, widely diversified portfolio of 
shares from smaller cap US companies.

 � Invests primarily in companies with a market cap equal 
to or smaller than companies in the Russell 2500 Index 
at time of purchase.

 � Core style maintaining broad exposure to both growth 
and value stocks.

Reasons to consider this fund

Alpha Opportunity

This fund seeks to exploit 
structural inefficiencies created 
by extreme swings in market 
sentiment, selecting from a broad 
universe of stocks which are 
subject to much less research 
coverage relative to larger 
companies.

Balance Risk  
and Return

We seek to balance high risk-
adjusted returns with market-like or 
lower levels of volatility by building 
a diversified portfolio of smaller 
and mid-cap companies from 
across the growth/value and size 
spectrums. 

Small Cap Expertise

We have maintained a leading 
commitment to small and mid-cap 
research going back to 1956, 
which we believe provides a 
strong competitive advantage to 
identify and understand the most 
compelling opportunities.

Our best investment ideas from across the US small-cap universe



The compelling case for US small caps

The home of future winners
Companies in this segment of the market have the potential 
to achieve higher investment returns over the long term. 
While it is true that smaller companies tend to be more 
volatile, they have historically outperformed their larger 
counterparts, particularly in the years following a bear market. 
This makes sense as many of these companies are in the 
early stages of their development, are potentially undergoing 
rapid expansion, and yet are still small enough to deliver 
growth that is meaningful. They are often more prepared to 
innovate, are less bureaucratic and nimbler. They may have 
a competitive edge in their respective industry sectors. And 
the managers of smaller companies often retain a significant 
stake in their businesses, something that aligns their interests 
with those of external shareholders.

Furthermore, the US market is a hugely important space 
for smaller companies to grow. The size of the domestic 
economy gives companies plenty of room to scale up 
and grow into. The US offers a particularly supportive, 
pro-business environment where entrepreneurship 
is esteemed, and small business success stories are 
championed, encouraging others to follow suit.

A diverse and under‑researched landscape
The ≈2,500 US mid- and small-cap companies that make up 
the Russell 2500 Index represent 15-20% of the aggregate 
market capitalisation of the US equity market. They include 
a broad and diverse mix of businesses in which to invest—
from established industry leaders to new and innovative 
“micro-caps” at the smallest end of the size spectrum. In 
comparison, the larger end of the market tends to be more 
concentrated, and significantly skewed towards a few main 
sectors. 

At the same time, many companies remain 
underappreciated, or even unknown, by the broader 
investment community. Small and medium-sized companies 
are often less covered by traditional Wall Street analysts, 
which creates good opportunities for research-driven, active 
stock-pickers to uncover hidden gems. 

Over the long term, we believe US smaller companies 
present global investors with attractive diversification 
opportunities, and with typically greater dispersion than large 
caps, can provide active investment managers with better 
opportunities to add value.
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Fig. 1: Less coverage, less efficiency in small cap 

Sources: T. Rowe Price calculations using data from FactSet Research Systems Inc. All rights reserved. Large-Cap represented by 200 largest companies in the 
Russell 3000, Mid-Cap represented by companies 201-1000 in the Russell 3000, Small-cap represented by companies 1,001-2,000 in the Russell 3000 and 
Micro-Cap is represented by the remaining companies in the Russell 3000. As at 30 June 2022.

Quick takeaways
 � The US has the largest and most diversified smaller companies’ opportunity set in the world, but analyst 

coverage remains low.

 � This area of the US market is home to many well-positioned, high quality companies with durable, long-
term growth characteristics.

 � At the portfolio level, US small caps offer attractive diversification and return potential.

We believe there are compelling reasons for maintaining a long-term, strategic allocation to US smaller companies.



Our Investment Approach

Research‑led, bottom up focus
Our approach relies on the intensive, proprietary research 
of our team of nearly 50 analysts to find the companies they 
believe have the greatest investment potential, from deep 
value to aggressive growth stocks.

We look for companies with a strong competitive position 
within their respective industries and then seek those with a 
near-term catalyst to improve their fundamentals, company 
earnings or valuation. This approach enables us to selectively 
take advantage of valuation anomalies created by extreme 
swings in investor sentiment, while helping to deliver a more 
consistent pattern of performance to our clients.

Our research places a heavy emphasis on the ability of 
companies to generate free cash flow, as we believe this is 
the purest measure of corporate financial performance and 
is central to determining value in the small-cap and mid-
cap market. We also pay a lot of attention to the quality of 

management, as we believe good decisions in areas such as 
strategic direction and capital allocation greatly improve our 
odds of success over time. 

A long‑term investment horizon
Our research-led approach allows us to avoid short-term or 
macroeconomic “noise”. We are patient investors, whose 
discussions with company managements emphasise a 
long-term business strategy, as opposed to near-term 
operating results. We prefer to “let our winners run”, as 
long as fundamentals remain strong and our investment 
thesis remains intact. Indeed, our favourite companies 
are those that we don’t ever need to sell, except when 
their capitalisation becomes too large. Portfolio turnover 
is therefore relatively low, which further allows for the 
compounding of earnings growth and lower portfolio trading 
costs.

Quick takeaways
 � Bottom-up fundamental research is the key to understanding both the opportunities and the risks 

associated with smaller companies.

 � Our fundamental research focuses on identifying companies with competitive advantages and solid,  
long-term growth potential.

 � The fund is designed to deliver a core style-oriented portfolio drawing from the full opportunity set of 
smaller companies, from deep value to aggressive growth stocks.

Highly diversifed portfolio
The fund is designed to deliver a core style-oriented portfolio 
of 150–250 stocks that are within the market cap range of the 
Russell 2500 Index at time of purchase. 

Conviction in the investment thesis and the quality of the 
company’s business model determine the size of individual 
portfolio positions.

We maintain a blend of value and growth stocks, 
opportunistically purchasing emerging growth stocks when 
our research leads us to believe a company’s true growth 
potential is not fully appreciated by others in the marketplace, 
and purchasing value and core stocks when they are trading 
at attractive valuations.

Our bottom-up approach means we typically avoid making 
meaningful top-down, macroeconomic, or sector-level bets 
and as a result, holdings are broadly diversified among 
sectors and industries which helps to limit volatility.

Holdings 150-250

Position size range Typically 0.15-2.5% 

Benchmark* Russell 2500 Net 30% Index

Cash level Typically fully invested, max 10%

Expected turnover Typically c. 40% p.a.

Sectors Typically +/-5% absolute 
deviation from benchmark  

Market cap New purchases up to US $18bn

* The manager is not constrained by the fund’s benchmark, which is used for 
performance comparison purposes only.



Important information
The Fund is a sub-fund of the T. Rowe Price Funds SICAV, a Luxembourg 
investment company with variable capital which is registered with 
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier and which qualifies as 
an undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities (“UCITS”). 
Full details of the objectives, investment policies and risks are located in the 
prospectus which is available with the key investor information documents 
in English and in an official language of the jurisdictions in which the Funds 
are registered for public sale, together with the articles of incorporation 
and the annual and semi-annual reports (together “Fund Documents”). Any 
decision to invest should be made on the basis of the Fund Documents 
which are available free of charge from the local representative, local 
information/paying agent or from authorised distributors. They can also be 
found along with a summary of investor rights in English at www.troweprice.
com. The Management Company reserves the right to terminate marketing 
arrangements.

This material is being furnished for general informational and/or 
marketing purposes only. The material does not constitute or undertake 
to give advice of any nature, including fiduciary investment advice, nor 
is it intended to serve as the primary basis for an investment decision. 
Prospective investors are recommended to seek independent legal, financial 
and tax advice before making any investment decision. T. Rowe Price group 
of companies including T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and/or its affiliates 
receive revenue from T. Rowe Price investment products and services. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The 
value of an investment and any income from it can go down as well as up. 
Investors may get back less than the amount invested. The material does 
not constitute a distribution, an offer, an invitation, a personal or general 
recommendation or solicitation to sell or buy any securities in any jurisdiction 
or to conduct any particular investment activity. The material has not been 
reviewed by any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction. Information and 

opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed to 
be reliable and current; however, we cannot guarantee the sources’ accuracy 
or completeness. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come 
to pass. The views contained herein are as of the date noted on the material 
and are subject to change without notice; these views may differ from those 
of other T. Rowe Price group companies and/or associates.

Under no circumstances should the material, in whole or in part, be copied 
or redistributed without consent from T. Rowe Price.

The material is not intended for use by persons in jurisdictions which prohibit 
or restrict the distribution of the material and in certain countries the material 
is provided upon specific request. It is not intended for distribution to retail 
investors in any jurisdiction.

EEA – Unless indicated otherwise this material is issued and approved 
by T. Rowe Price (Luxembourg) Management S.à r.l. 35 Boulevard du 
Prince Henri L-1724 Luxembourg which is authorised and regulated by 
the Luxembourg Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. For 
Professional Clients only.

Switzerland – Issued in Switzerland by T. Rowe Price (Switzerland) GmbH, 
Talstrasse 65, 6th Floor, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland. First Independent 
Fund Services Ltd, Klausstrasse 33, CH-8008 Zurich is Representative in 
Switzerland. Helvetische Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 215, CH-8008 Zurich is 
the Paying Agent in Switzerland. For Qualified Investors only. 

UK – This material is issued and approved by T. Rowe Price International 
Ltd, 60 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4N 4TZ which is authorised and 
regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority. For Professional Clients 
only.

© 2022 T. Rowe Price. All Rights Reserved. T. ROWE PRICE, INVEST WITH 
CONFIDENCE, and the Bighorn Sheep design are, collectively and/ or apart, 
trademarks of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.

Risks 
The following risks are materially relevant to the fund:

Small and mid‑cap risk – Small and mid-size company 
stock prices can be more volatile than stock prices of larger 
companies.
Volatility risk – The performance of the fund has a risk of 
high volatility.

General fund risks
Equity risk – Equities can lose value rapidly for a variety 
of reasons and can remain at low prices indefinitely. ESG 
and Sustainability risk – May result in a material negative 
impact on the value of an investment and performance of 
the fund. Geographic concentration risk – May result in 
performance being more strongly affected by any social, 
political, economic, environmental or market conditions 
affecting those countries or regions in which the fund’s 
assets are concentrated. Investment fund risk – Investing 
in funds involves certain risks an investor would not face 
if investing in markets directly. Management risk – The 
investment manager or its designees may at times find their 
obligations to a fund to be in conflict with their obligations to 
other investment funds they manage (although in such cases, 
all portfolios will be dealt with equitably). Market risk – 
Prices of many securities change daily and can fall based on 
a wide variety of factors. Operational risk – Operational risk 
may cause losses as a result of incidents caused by people, 
systems, and/or processes.
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Additional disclosures
Morningstar data: ©2022 Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content 
providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete, or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are 
responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

MSCI data: MSCI and its affiliates and third party sources and providers (collectively, “MSCI”) makes no express or implied warranties or representations and 
shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used as a basis for other 
indices or any securities or financial products. This report is not approved, reviewed, or produced by MSCI. Historical MSCI data and analysis should not be 
taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. None of the MSCI data is intended to constitute investment 
advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.
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